Appendix A.
Sir  H.   ccbtis  bennett—In  Reg. v.  Rh-jdf.^  [1833:  1  Q.B. 77,  at
L
85, the necessity of a ntxits or connection is a^oin referred to. and in
rd  Bussell of Killowen's view evidence of isolated transactions  cancot
be given.
Mr. justice avoby referred to the judgment of Mr. Justice Wl^s
at p. 84—l* Very often the only nezuv between such trans.icticzzs is their
proximity in point of time.
Sir henby Crnxis bennett—I draw a distinction between the offence
charged in that case and a case o_f murder. In thai case I am not saying
that if there was a space of nine months between the two acts there
might not be a nexus.
Rex v. Bond, [1906] 2 K.B., 589, was a case of usin^ iiarnicieii's
to procure abortion. A defence was raised that the instruments wg?^
used for a lawful purpose. The commission of the act vras never ir*
dispute. In his judgment in that case Mr. Justice Kennedy -said—
and counsel relied very strongly on that judgment, which was the leading
judgment in favour of admissibility of the evidence in that cise—it
p. 397 of the report—
" It is, therefore, a general rule that the facts proved must be
strictly relevant to the particular charge and have no reference to any
conduct of the prisoner unconnected with such charge; therefore it 5s not
allowable ^to show on the trial of an indictment that the prisoner ha^ a.
general disposition to commit the same kind of offence as that for which
he stands indicted. . . , Thus it was resolved by all the judges nearly
one hundred years ago that in a prosecution for an infamous crrhre in
admission by the prisoner that he had committed such an cfJence at another
time and with another person, and that he had a tendency to s~ach practices,
ought not to be received in evidence. The law of evidence, said L'.r.i
Campbell, does not allow one crime to be proved in order to raise a
presumption that another crime has been committed by the perpetrator
of the first. . . . Nothing can so certainly "be counted upon to make
a prejudice against an accused upon his trial "as the disclosure to the jury
of other misconduct of a kind similar to that vhich is the subject ^ of
the indictment, and indeed when the crime alleged is one of a revolting
character, such as the charge against Bond, in the present case, and
the hearer is a person who Has not been trained to think judicially, the
prejudice must sometimes be almost insurmountable. Therefore if. as is
plain, we have to recognise the existence of certain circumstances in which
justice cannot be attained at the trial without a _ disclosure of prior offences,
the utmost vigilance at least should be maintained in restricting the
number of such cases, and in seeing that the general rule of the criminal
law of England, which {to the credit, in my opinion, of English justice)
excludes evidence of prior offences, is not broken or frittered away by
the creation of novel and anomalous exceptions.*'
Mr. justice sheahman—What was Mr. Justice Kennedy's reason for
holding the evidence eventually admissible in Bond*s case?
Sir H. cubtis bennett—He was showing the great care necessary
in putting evidence before a jury; but he points out that though yon
must be careful not to argue from one isolated act, yet, where a long
course of conduct is proved, it may be admissible.
The lobu chief justice—Bond's case had to do with a particular
kind of surgical instrument. That is a somewhat rarer thins; than a
gun, which was mentioned in an example. The present case has to do
with poison. To pass from a gun to a surgical instrumefit is to^ paaa
from the common to the rather uncommon, but in passing to arsenic we
are going to something much more uncommon.
Sir H. curtis bennett—Is weed-killer more uncommon than the
instrument in Bond's case?
The loeb chief justice—To find a packet of 3| grains of white
arsenic in a solicitor's pocket is surely rare.
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